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Protecting Main Line Switches

A LMoST all ordinary switch stands include pro
vision for locking by placing the handle in a

notch in which it is held by the padlock. However,
the absence of suitable means for the ready adjust
ment of the normally closed point and the tendency
to introduce lost motion and spring in the connec
tions, in many cases, permits the movement of the
handle to be completed when the switch point is
blocked open far enough to cause derailments.

One of the principal advantages of ~utomatic block
signaling is the protection of main line switches,
which is accomplished by connecting a switch cir
cuit controller to the normally closed switch point
so that if for any reason the point is loose or blocked
away from the stock rail more than }i in. the signal
protecting this layout will indicate danger. Such a
switch controller, and the signals in connection
therewith, provide protection by indicating the posi
tion of the switch up to the time the train passes the
signal. From that time, the switch stand and con
nections are depended upon to hold the switch in
position during the passing of the train.

Additional protection is afforded by an interlocked
switch, in which the switch is actually locked in each
position by a facing point lock or a switch and lock
movement before the circuits can be completed to
cause the siRnal which protects the layout, to assume
the clear position.

In many reports of the earlier interim inspections
of train control installations, as well as in later final
inspection reports, the Interstate Commerce Com
mission has suggested to different roads that the type
of fouling protection employed at sidings and cross
overs be given consideration with the possibility of
increasing protection. For a crossover this sugges
tion refers to an arrangement of shunt foulings that
will permit the signals to clear, when both switches
are closed, if a car or an engine is standing on the
crossover, fouling both mains. Some roads elimi
nate such a possibility by installing a special arrange
ment of insulated joints and shunt-fouling circuits.
Others install a separate track circuit and a few
roads provide a locking arrangement that insures
that both switches must be open or closed when the
locking member is thrown. The Norfolk fY. VI/estern ;
the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas PaCific; and the
Pennsylvania are among the roads .providing such
protection. In fact, the Pennsylvama ~as not only
equipped the crossovers but also the n:aIn lIne turn
out switches with hand-operated SWitch and lock
movements on the five divisions recently equipped
with automatic train stop. On the West Shore lihe
of the· New York Central, recently equipped with
automatic block signals, the crossovers are provided
with lever stands that operate bolt locks for both
switches; on the facing-point switches a single-lever
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stand is arranged to operate the pipe-con~ected derail
on the turnout and to bolt-lock the SWitch. For a
number of years the Erie has been. using a facing
point lock on all main-line switches In automatiC ter
ritory on heavy traffic lInes.

In cOllsidei-ation of the fact that some roads
are installing locking arrangements on main-line
switches, general consideration of the problem ?f
better protection for switches would se~m to be In

order. The first question is to determm~ whether
the standard switch stands in use are ~esigned ,and
maintained to afford the best protectIOn possl~le.

If those responsible consider additional. prote.ctlO.n
over and above the switch stand and s:Vltch CirCUIt
controller necessary, some type of 10C~I!lg a:range
ment is the next logical step. AuthontIes differ as
to whether such additional equip~ent .is necessary
or justified; nevertheless the subject IS .bound to
come up and in order to be prepared to ~iSCUSS the
subject a study of both sides of the questIOn should
be made.


